OBITUARY
CARL FELIX MOPPERT, 1920–1984

Carl Felix Moppert died on Sunday, 16 September 1984. He was born on 7 October 1920 in Basel, went to school there and subsequently to the University of Basel and to the Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich, specializing in mathematics, physics and chemistry. In 1949 he obtained his Dr. Phil. at Basel, under the supervision of A. Ostrowski, with a thesis on Riemann surfaces. He was subsequently a school-teacher in Basel until his appointment in 1954 to a lectureship at the University of Tasmania. In 1958 he moved to a senior lectureship in the Mathematics Department at Melbourne University.
In 1967 he joined the Mathematics Department at Monash University, and apart from his several absences on study leave he remained there until his death, a period of 17 years. From Monash he took study leave on three occasions, holding appointments at the University of Tübingen in 1963–1964, and at the University of Heidelberg in 1971 and again in 1978–1979.

Carl supervised a number of students for higher degrees. Here the records may be incomplete, but they provide the following names of students who were awarded degrees under his supervision.

MSc: Brian Sherman, On ordered fields, and their completion by an extension of Dedekind cuts (1968)

PhD: Helen Adams, Filtrations and valuations on rings (1971)
Brian Sherman, An analysis of ordered and orderable fields by Dedekind and Hölder cuts (1971)
David Hitchins, On certain properties of Dedekind orders and their relation to associated $p$-adic extension problems (1978)

In addition he supervised in one capacity or another Wong Sia Kow, Lewis Stone and John Zeleznikow.

He lectured mainly on algebra and geometry and theory of numbers, with occasional excursions into courses in The meaning of relativity and Thermodynamics. He took great pleasure in the many seminar series which he organized and to which he contributed. These included a long running and broadly attended seminar in 1972 on the work of K. Mahler in valuation theory, and in more recent years a seminar series on Relativity and another on Geometry. There was also a sequence of running seminars on very general issues: on Language, on Economics, on Religion, on Technology. Among the titles of talks which he gave at one time or another are: Foucault’s pendulum, Goethe’s theory of colours, Tesselation on the sphere, VW geometry, The sliding triangle, Captain Cook and the Moon.

As a mathematician, Carl Moppert was always more interested in ingenious and elegant arguments, and less in powerful machinery. He loved to contemplate the facts and structures of mathematics, and he loved a good theorem. His interests ranged over a variety of parts of classical mathematics, as the list of his publications shows: he made contributions to the theories of Riemann surfaces, Brownian motion, Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry, linear algebra, fields, mechanisms. He detested the separation of mathematicians into camps, particularly the categorization of ‘pure’ and ‘applied’, and moved easily between these two aspects of the same discipline as his interest took him. His views were informed by his wide knowledge of the history of mathematics.

Carl had a flair for invention. This produced a non-toppleable crane, a thermal pump, a sundial and a driven Foucault pendulum. The last two are his monuments at Monash. The sundial was built in Engineering and installed by Carl and
Ben Laycock on one of the walls of the Union Building where it now is, a beautiful union of art and science, and often a better indicator of the correct time than most other clocks on the campus. The Foucault pendulum was built by Carl and Associate Professor Bill Bonwick, and its gradual development and improvement occupied his devoted attention over some years. Perhaps this pendulum, a project which first aroused his interest when he was 16 years old, best represents his spirit: it demonstrates in a clearly visible way a profound fact about the world, and the practical application of elegant mathematics.

Carl Moppert was a friendly, kindly man with a good sense of humour but no time for empty formality. He loved literature and music and modern paintings, and the company of his colleagues and his students.

A fund for a prize in mathematics has been established in his memory at Monash University.

We thank Dr Helen Adams and Dr John Stillwell for their help in compiling the list of publications below.

**Publications of C. F. Moppert**

17. ‘Galois theory in some function fields’ (Analysis Paper 17, Monash University, 10 pp, October 1976).
23. ‘Isotropic coordinates and isogonal mapping’ (Geometry Paper 1, Monash University, 16 pp, September 1981).
27. ‘The group of rotations of the sphere’ (Geometry Paper 8, Monash University, 8 pp, January 1983).
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